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Abstract—In this article, a low-frequency hybrid mod-
ulation technique which is composed of a phase shift-
pulsewidth modulation (PS-PWM) and an asymmetric selec-
tive harmonic current mitigation-PWM (ASHCM-PWM) are
proposed for cascaded multilevel converters to meet the
harmonic limit of IEEE 519 2014. In the proposed technique,
the harmonics within the concerned frequency range due
to PS-PWM are reduced by the ASHCM-PWM so that the
cascaded H-bridge (CHB) converter can meet IEEE 519
harmonic limit. The equation set which helps a grid-tied
CHB converter meet both harmonic limit and total demand
distortion, is developed. The design technique for critical
parameters, such as the inductance and the switching fre-
quency of the proposed hybrid modulation technique, is
developed. Simulation and experiments are conducted on
a single-phase 3-cell 7-level grid-tied CHB converter to val-
idate the proposed technique.

Index Terms—Asymmetric selective harmonic current
mitigation-pulsewidth modulation (SHCM-PWM), grid-tied
cascaded H-bridge (CHB) converters, low-frequency mod-
ulation technique, phase shift-pulsewidth modulation
(PS-PWM).

I. INTRODUCTION

MULTILEVEL cascaded H-bridge (CHB) converters have
several advantages over conventional two-level convert-

ers such as low-total harmonic distortion and high-efficiency [1]
and [2]. The modulation technique used on the multilevel con-
verters should have high-efficiency, high-dynamic performance,
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and meet power quality standards [2]. Also, the modulation
technique should be able to inject or absorb active and reactive
power from the power grid [1] to achieve various grid support
functionalities.

The modulation techniques of a grid-tied CHB converter
is classified based on the switching frequency of the con-
verter [2]: a) low-frequency modulation techniques such as
the selective harmonic elimination-PWM (SHE-PWM) [3],
and the selective harmonic mitigation-PWM (SHM-PWM) [4];
b) high-frequency modulation techniques such as the phase
shift-pulsewidth modulation (PS-PWM) [5].

Low-frequency modulation techniques can control the low-
order harmonics of the voltage of a multilevel converter to meet
the power quality standards by controlling switching angles
based on the Fourier series transcendental equations [2]–[4]. The
SHE-PWM, which can be implemented on the multilevel invert-
ers, was proposed in [6]. SHE-PWM technique was used on the
CHB active rectifier in [3]. The advantage of the SHE-PWM is
high-efficiency due to low-number of switching transitions [2].

The SHM-PWM technique was first introduced in [4]. In
this technique, instead of eliminating the low-order voltage
harmonics of a CHB, the harmonics are mitigated to be lower
than the limits of power quality standards [4]. As discussed
in [4], the number of voltage harmonics that can be mitigated
using the SHM-PWM technique is higher (depending on the best
operating point and the grid-code of power quality standards)
than the number of harmonics that can be eliminated using
SHE-PWM technique when they have the same number of
switching transitions. Also, both of them target to reduce voltage
harmonics only so they could not guarantee to meet current har-
monics limits. A new selective harmonic mitigation-pulse am-
plitude modulation was proposed in [8] to eliminate the triplen
harmonics of the single-phase CHB converter by controlling the
dc-link voltages of the CHB cells using redundant converters.
The low-order nontriplen harmonics of the CHB voltage in [8]
are mitigated by controlling the switching angles to meet the
harmonic voltage requirements. However, this technique needs
to change the dc-link voltages of all CHB cells for different
modulation indices which can increase the complexity and the
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cost of the converter. Recently, a fault-tolerant asymmetric se-
lective harmonic elimination-PWM (asymmetric SHE-PWM)
technique was proposed in [9] for a three-phase CHB converter
by generating a balanced ac voltage when one of the cells fails.

The PS-PWM technique is one of the most commonly used
modulation techniques in industry. Although PS-PWM tech-
nique can control the fundamental in a wide range and it is
very simple to implement, this technique cannot achieve the
best harmonic performance among all available modulation
techniques with low switching frequencies and small coupling
inductance. The PS-PWM technique generates the CHB voltage
by comparing the high-frequency carrier waveform with the ac
reference [5]. In [5], different methods to generate the CHB volt-
age with the PS-PWM technique were discussed. The harmonic
voltage equation of the PS-PWM technique is derived in [5]. It
was proven that most of the significant harmonics of the PS-
PWM are located within the sidebands of carrier fundamental
and harmonics [5]. As a result, the switching frequency of the
PS-PWM technique must be high enough to eliminate low-order
harmonics in the CHB voltage. The high switching frequency
leads to higher switching losses and lower power efficiency than
the low-frequency modulation techniques.

In [10], a low-frequency selective harmonic current
mitigation-PWM (SHCM-PWM) technique was proposed to
directly control the current harmonics of a CHB converter
and meet current harmonic standards instead of eliminating or
mitigating voltage harmonics as used in SHE-PWM or SHM-
PWM techniques. As proven in [10], with the same number of
switching transitions, the SHCM-PWM technique can control
a higher number of current harmonics than SHE-PWM and
SHM-PWM techniques at the point of common coupling (PCC)
with a smaller passive filter than SHE-PWM and SHM-PWM
techniques. In [11], the advantages of current harmonic mitiga-
tion technique over conventional SHE-PWM technique are pre-
sented for a grid-tied three-phase converter. In [12] a combined
SHE-PWM and THD minimization technique was proposed to
achieve a wide solution range for the minimization techniques.

Although low-frequency modulation techniques with quarter-
wave symmetry can control the magnitudes of the voltage
harmonics of the CHB converter [10], it cannot control the
phases of the voltage harmonics of the CHB converter [2].
On the other hand, low-frequency modulation techniques with
half-wave symmetry can control both magnitudes and phases of
the voltage harmonics of grid-tied converters [2].

Hybrid modulation technique helps grid-tied CHB converters
to achieve high performance [13]–[15]. It is especially useful for
the applications with unequal loads or generation units (such as
photovoltaic applications) [17]. As discussed in [23], for the cells
with high power, the low frequency modulation techniques can
be applied to reduce the total switching power loss because the
switching power loss is proportional to switching frequencies,
switching currents, and switching voltages. On the other hand,
for the cells with low power, the high switching frequency
modulation techniques such as PS-PWM technique [14] can be
applied to improve dynamic response. The existing literature did
not investigate how to meet IEEE 519-2014 Standard [16] for
the current harmonics with the hybrid technique.

The technique in [10] did not discuss how to improve the
dynamic response of the grid-tied CHB converters when the
low-frequency SHCM-PWM technique is used. As discussed
in [2], the dynamic response of the low-frequency modulation
technique is weak. In [18], a hybrid modulation technique is

Fig. 1. N + P-cell CHB converter tied to a power grid.

proposed to improve the dynamic performance of grid-tied
converters by applying SHCM-PWM technique during steady
state and PS-PWM technique during dynamic transition [18].
However, [18] cannot simultaneously use both PS-PWM and
SHCM-PWM during both steady-state and dynamic transition
when unequal loads or generation units are connected to the
cascaded cells of the converters.

This article will focus on two contributions.
1) A hybrid PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM technique is de-

veloped to reduce the switching frequency and induc-
tance of the PS-PWM technique and meet the limits
of IEEE 519 2014. The voltage harmonics due to the
PS-PWM technique are mitigated with the harmonics
generated from the low-frequency ASHCM-PWM tech-
nique. Consequently, the switching frequency is reduced.
Moreover, a general equation set for the proposed hybrid
PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM technique is derived based
on the equations of the PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM
techniques.

2) Techniques are developed for the design of critical pa-
rameters such as the coupling inductance and the switch-
ing frequency of the proposed hybrid modulation tech-
nique. The proposed technique increases power effi-
ciency, reduces inductance, meets the limits of IEEE 519,
and achieve four-quadrant operation for grid-tied CHB
converters.

II. PROPOSED HYBRID PS-PWM AND ASYMMETRIC

SHCM-PWM TECHNIQUE

In Fig. 1. a hybrid modulation technique is proposed for an
N + P-cell CHB converter to achieve both high-efficiency and
harmonic mitigation. N cells are modulated with the PS-PWM to
achieve better dynamic performance than low-frequency mod-
ulation techniques [18] and P cells are modulated with the
ASHCM-PWM to help meet current harmonic limits. The CHB
has a voltage of vac-CHB(t) and the CHB’s ac current iin(t) is
injected into the power grid vac-Grid(t). The dc link voltage of
each cell is Vdc. L is the coupling inductance between vac-CHB(t)
and vac-Grid(t).
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Fig. 2. Harmonic magnitudes and envelope of the PS-PWM.

A. PS-PWM Technique

Holmes and Lipo [5] derived the magnitudes and phases for
the harmonic voltages of N HB cells with the PS-PWM

vac−CHB−PSPWM(t)

= NVdcMcos(ωot+ θo)

+
4Vdc

π

∞∑
B=1

∞∑
A=−∞

1

2B
J2A−1(NBπM)

× sin
(
(2NB + 2A− 1)

π

2

)
× cos(2NBωct+ (2A− 1)(ωot+ θo)) (1)

where B and A are the baseband and sideband harmonic orders,
respectively. vac-CHB-PSPWM(t) is the total voltage of the N-
cell CHB with the PS-PWM technique, J is the Bessel function
of the first kind. ωc = 2πfc is the carrier frequency in radian
and fc is the carrier frequency in Hz. As proven in [5], the
best harmonic spectra in (1) can be achieved, when the carrier
frequencies of different cells of the converter have the angle
displacements of (180/N). It is worth to note that (1) is correct
for any number of H-bridge cells (N = 1,2, …) when there is
180°/N phase displacement between the carrier signals of the
cells. As an example, when N = 1, only one cell uses PS-PWM
and 180° phase displacement is applied to the cell itself. fo,
θo, and ωo = 2πfo, are the frequency in Hz, phase in radian
and the angular speed in radian/s of the fundamental voltage
vac-CHB-PSPWM(t). From (1) and Fig. 2, it can be concluded that
although the magnitudes of baseband harmonics are zero, the
magnitudes of the sideband harmonics of each baseband are not
zero in the harmonic spectra of the PS-PWM technique. The total
modulation index of the CHB converter is Ma = M (N + P ),
where M is the average modulation index of all cells. The dc
links of these CHB cells can be connected to various loads or
generation units via dc/dc converters which also help regulate dc
link voltage and suppress the second order voltage harmonics.
By expanding sin ((2NB + 2A − 1) π/2) in (1), the following
equation holds:

vac−CHB−PSPWM(t)

= NVdcMcos(ωot+ θo)

+
4Vdc

π

∞∑
B=1

∞∑
A=−∞

1

2B
J2A−1(NBπM)

× cos(NBπ)sin
(
(2A− 1)

π

2

)
× cos(2NBωct+ (2A− 1)(ωot+ θo)). (2)

By shifting the fundamental by −90° and harmonics by
−(2A−1)90°, the second term in (2) can be further written as (3)

vac−CHB−PSPWM(t)

= NVdcMsin(ωot+ θo) +
4Vdc

π

×
∞∑

B=1

∞∑
A=−∞

1

2B
J2A−1(NBπM)cos(NBπ)sin

(
(2A− 1)

π

2

)

× cos
(
2NBωct+ (2A− 1)

(
ωot+ θo − π

2

))
. (3)

The second term in (3) consists of the harmonic components
of the CHB voltage. It can be decomposed into the sine and
cosine components as

vac−CHB−PSPWM(t)

= NVdcMsin(ωot+ θo) +
4Vdc

π

×
∞∑

B=1

∞∑
A=−∞

1

2B
J2A−1(NBπM)cos(NBπ)

× sin((2A− 1)θo)cos(2NBωct+ (2A− 1)(ωot))

+
4Vdc

π

∞∑
B=1

∞∑
A=−∞

1

2B
J2A−1(NBπM)cos(NBπ)

× cos((2A− 1)θo)sin(2NBωct+ (2A− 1)(ωot)). (4)

As shown in (4), the magnitudes of the sine and cosine
components depend on the θo of the fundamental. As a result, the
magnitudes of the harmonics of the PS-PWM in the conventional
technique cannot be controlled if the fundamental is controlled.
On the other hand, similar to the asymmetric SHE-PWM [9],
the ASHCM-PWM technique can control both the magnitude
and phase of each harmonic, so it is employed in the proposed
hybrid modulation technique to mitigate the total harmonics to
meet IEEE 519. The magnitudes of the harmonics in (4) when B
is less than or equal to 2 are shown in Fig. 2(b). In Fig. 2(b). fs is
the switching frequency of vac-CHB-PSPWM(t) and fs = 2Nfc.
The bandwidth BWB of the Bth order baseband in Fig. 2(b) is
given by Carlson’s rule [14]

BWB ≈ 2(NMBπ + 2)f0. (5)

In Fig. 2(b), the overlap of BW1 and f0 should be avoided
because switching harmonics will influence the fundamental.
At the same time, fs which is equal to 2Nfc, should be as low
as possible to minimize switching power loss. To achieve both
goals, the following condition should be met:

fs −BW1 > f0 ⇒ fs > f0 +BW 1. (6)

B. Asymmetric SHCM-PWM Technique

For P cells that use the ASHCM-PWM in Figs. 1 and 3, if the
fundamental phase of the P-cell CHB voltage vac-CHB-ASHCM(t)
is equal to θo, its Fourier series is

vac−CHB−ASHCM(t) =

∞∑
h=1

(
2Vdc

πh
(−sin(hθ1) + sin(hθ2)

− · · ·+ sin(hθK))cos(hωot+ hθo)

+
2Vdc

πh
(cos(hθ1)− cos(hθ2) + · · ·

− cos(hθK))sin(hωot+ hθo)

)
. (7)
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Fig. 3. Time-domain waveform of the ASHCM-PWM within a
half-period.

where h is the harmonic order, K is the number of switching
transitions in each half-period for the P-cell CHB. Because of the
asymmetric waveform generated by the ASHCM-PWM in Fig. 3
has a half-wave symmetry, the even order harmonics in (7) are
equal to zero. θ1, θ2, . . . , and θK represent the switching angles
of switching transitions of the ASHCM-PWM in each half-
period. By expanding cos(hωot+ hθo) and sin(hωot+ hθo) in
(7), (7) can be rewritten as

vac−CHB−ASHCM(t)

=

∞∑
h=1

(
2Vdc

πh
(−sin(hθ1 − hθo) + sin(hθ2 − hθo)

− · · ·+ sin(hθK − hθo))cos(hωot)

+
2Vdc

πh
(cos(hθ1 − hθo)− cos(hθ2 − hθo)

+ · · · − cos(hθK − hθo))sin(hωot)

)
. (8)

In (8), because the sine and cosine terms of the harmonics
are decoupled, different from conventional techniques, both
the magnitude and phase of the fundamental and low-order
harmonics can be controlled by controlling the switching angles
θ1, θ2, . . . , and θK . As a result, the low-order harmonics due
to the PS-PWM in N-cell CHBs can be compensated with the
harmonics generated by the ASHCM-PWM in (8) by controlling
the switching angles.

TABLE I
HARMONIC LIMITS OF IEEE 519 [16]

C. Derivation of Equations for Hybrid PS-PWM and
Asymmetric SHCM-PWM Technique

In Fig. 1, the hth order current harmonic Iin−h can be calcu-
lated as

|Iin−h| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h∠θPSPWM−h

+Vac−CHB−ASHCM−h∠θASHCM−h

jωohL

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(9)

where Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h, Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h, θPSPWM−h

and θASHCM−h are the magnitudes and phases of the hth order
voltage harmonic due to the PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM,
respectively. Iin−h must meet the total demand distortion (TDD)
and harmonic limits up to 50th order specified by IEEE 519 2014
in Table I.

In Table I, IL is the maximum demand load current and Isc is
the short circuit current at the PCC. To meet the current limits
of IEEE 519, the following equation must be met

∣∣∣∣Iin−h

IL

∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h∠θPSPWM−h

+ Vac−CHB−ASHCM−h∠θASHCM−h

jωohLIL

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤Ch (10)

whereCh is the limit of the hth order current harmonic in Table I
based on the worst short-circuit ratio. Based on IEEE 519 2014,
TDD must also meet the standard below

TDD

=

√(
Iin−3

IL

)2

+

(
Iin−5

IL

)2

+ · · ·+
(
Iin−49

IL

)2

≤ CTDD

(11)

where CTDD is the TDD limit of IEEE 519. It is worth to mention
that because [10] addressed the effect of grid voltage harmonics

Vac−CHB−1 = 1√
2

√√√√ ( 2Vdc

π (cos(θ1 − θo)− cos(θ2 − θo) + · · · − cos(θk − θo)) +NMVdccos(θo))
2

+ ( 2Vdc

π (−sin(θ1 − θo) + sin(θ2 − θo)− · · ·+ sin(θk − θo)) +NMVdcsin(θo))
2
,

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√

(
4Vdc

π

∞∑
B=1

( ∞∑
A=−∞

(
1
2BJ2A−1(NBπM) cos(NBπ) sin((2A− 1)θo)

))
+ 2Vdc

πh (− sin(h(θ1 − θo))

+ sin(h(θ2 − θo))− · · ·+ sin(h(θk − θo))))
2

+

(
4Vdc

π

∞∑
B=1

( ∞∑
A=−∞

(
1
2BJ2A−1(NBπM) cos(NBπ) cos((2A− 1)θo)

))

+ 2Vdc

πh (cos(h(θ1 − θo))− cos(h(θ2 − θo)) + · · · − cos(h(θk − θo)))

)2

|ωohLIL| ≤ Ch, h = 3, 5, 7, . . . ,√(
Iin−3

IL

)2
+
(

Iin−5

IL

)2
+ · · ·+

(
Iin−49

IL

)2
≤ CTDD

(12)
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on current harmonics individually, this article will not repeat that
work.

Based on (4), (8), (10), and (11), the equation set which is
going to be used to calculate switching angles using optimization
techniques for the proposed hybrid modulation technique is in
(12) shown at the bottom of the previous page.

In (12), the first equation is used to generate the desired
fundamental CHB voltage. The second and the third equations
are conditions to meet the limits of current harmonics and TDD,
respectively. For the sideband harmonics outside the bandwidth
defined in (5), because their magnitudes are small, they will
be ignored in (12). Only the sideband harmonics within the
bandwidth will be considered in (12). Therefore, the number
of sideband harmonics of each baseband harmonic in (12) is a
function of its bandwidth (5). The switching angles in (12) can
be solved using optimization technique such as particle swarm
optimization (PSO) technique [19] if critical parameters such as
Vdc, IL, K, N, P, and L are determined first.

III. PARAMETER DESIGN FOR THE PROPOSED

HYBRID MODULATION TECHNIQUE

In (12), Vdc, IL, K, N, P, and L must be designed for the
proposed hybrid modulation technique. To achieve reactive
power compensation, the magnitude of the fundamental CHB
voltage should be higher than the amplitude of the grid voltage
Vac-Grid-1, so

4Vdc(N + P )

π
≥

√
2Vac−Grid−1 ⇒ Vdc ≥

√
2πVac−Grid−1

4(N + P )
.

(13)
IL is determined based on the maximum volt-ampere of the

grid-tied CHB converter. In this article, IL is 14.1 A, Vac-Grid-1

is 110 V and volt-ampere is 1.56 kVA. Because N cells use
the PS-PWM and P cells use the ASHCM-PWM, there is a
tradeoff between choosing N and P in different applications. If
N ≥ P, the converter has better a dynamic performance, than
N ≤ P, however, the switching power loss is higher than N ≤ P,
and the inductance which can mitigate the current harmonics is
bigger than N ≤ P. If N ≤ P, the converter can mitigate more
number of current harmonics with lower switching loss than N
≥ P while the dynamic performance is not as good as N ≥ P.
If N + P is constant, the design of N and P can start from N
≈ P. If both the harmonics and the switching power loss can
meet the requirements, N can be increased to achieve better
desired dynamic response. If one of them could not meet the
requirements, P can be increased until meet the requirements.
The objective of this article is to use a 3-cell CHB converter
to demonstrate that the proposed hybrid modulation technique
is better than the conventional PS-PWM technique in meeting
harmonic limits with lower switching frequency and smaller L,
so N = 1 and P = 2 are selected. In (5), because M = 1, N = 1
and B = 1, BW1 = 10.28f0. Based on (6), fs > 677 Hz, so fs is
selected as 720 Hz. So, fc is 360 Hz and there are 12 switching
transitions in each half-period for PS-PWM.

To solve inductance and switching angles from equation set
(12) for the desired fundamental and to meet both the current
harmonic and TDD limits of IEEE 519, the ranges of K and
L should be determined. In (10), for the worst scenario, the
harmonic mitigation due to vac−CHB−ASHCM−h is ignored, so
the biggest inductance Lworst is given by (14). Because of the
harmonic mitigation due to generated vac−CHB−ASHCM−h, the

Fig. 4. Calculated maximum inductance of each order harmonic based
on (14).

Fig. 5. Inductance calculated based on (15).

actual inductance is smaller than Lworst as shown in (14)

L ≤ Lworst

= max

( |Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h|
ωohILCh

)
, for h = 3, 5, 7, · · ·

(14)

Also, to meet TDD limit without the contribution from the
ASHCM-PWM, based on (11), inductance L should meet

L ≥ 1

CTDD

√∑49

h=3

(
max(Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h)

2πhfoIL

)2

. (15)

Equations (14) and (15) give the range of the inductance
L when solving (12). In equation set (12), due to the fact
that significant harmonics, which could be over the limit of
IEEE 519, of the PS-PWM are within the sidebands of carrier
fundamental and harmonics, the low-order voltage harmonics of
60 Hz: 3rd, 5th, . . . , ((fs −BW1 − 60)/60)th, of the PS-PWM
are very low in Fig. 2(b). The ASHCM-PWM should mitigate
the significant harmonics generated by the PS-PWM within the
sidebands of carrier fundamental and harmonics. Fig. 4 shows
the highest inductance to meet harmonic limits for each order
of harmonics based on (4) and (14). The maximum inductance
0.77 pu happens at 11th order harmonic. Fig. 5 shows the lowest
inductances based on (4) and (15) at different TDDs. For 5%
TDD in IEEE 519, the inductance is 0.36 pu. If the inductance is
within the maximum and lowest values above, the optimization
technique can find switching angle solutions to meet (12).

The phasor diagram of (10) is shown in Fig. 6(a) for the hth
order harmonic when |Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h| ≥ |jωohChLIL|.
θPSPWM−h is from 0 to 2π. To meet the harmonic limit Ch in
(10), the end of vector Vac−CHB−ASHCM−h should always be
located within the circle, which centers at the head of vector
Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h, with radius |jωohChLIL|. In Fig. 6(b),
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Fig. 6. Phasor diagram of (10) for the hth order harmonic:
(a) when |Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h| ≥ |jωohChLIL| and (b) when
|Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h| < |jωohChLIL|.

Fig. 7. Maximum magnitudes of the voltage harmonics of the PS-PWM
in the normal modulation index range.

when |Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h| < |jωohChLIL|, the magnitude of
the Vac−CHB−ASHCM−h, no matter what phase it has, only needs
to be less than |jωohChLIL| − |Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h| to meet
the current harmonic limit. It is relatively easy to meet the
harmonic limit for this case and it has been discussed in [10], so
it will not be discussed in this article.

When |Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h| ≥ |jωohChLIL|, to meet
the harmonic limit for Iin−h, based on Fig. 6(a),
|Vac−CHB−ASHCM−h| should meet (16)

max (|Vac−CHB−ASHCM−h|) = max(|Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h|)
+ |jωohChLIL| . (16)

At N= 1, when the modulation index is within the PS-PWM’s
normal modulation index range [0, 0.78], the maximum magni-
tudes of the voltage harmonics of the PS-PWM can be calculated
from (4) and are shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7, it can be proved that
for the case discussed in this section, |Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h| ≥
|jωohChLIL| at the 11th, 13th, 23rd, 25th, 27th, 35th, 37th,
and 39th harmonics. So, for these harmonic orders, (16) should
be used to design the ASHCM-PWM. Also, the maximum

Fig. 8. Calculated maximum number of switching transitions in a half-
period for a P-cell ASHCM-PWM.

harmonic magnitude |Vac−CHB−ASHCM−h|max of the ASHCM-
PWM, as proven in [10] is

|Vac−CHB−ASHCM−h|max =
2VdcK

πh
. (17)

Based on (16) and (17), when |Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h| ≥
|jωohChLIL|, for the hth harmonic, the switching transitions
K of the ASHCM-PWM in each half-period should meet the
condition below

K ≤ πh

2Vdc
(max |Vac−CHB−PSPWM−h|+ |ωohLILCh|).

(18)
The maximum initial K to solve equation set (12) is given by

(18). Fig. 8 shows the maximum switching transitions based on
(18) for different harmonic orders. The 37th harmonic requires
the highest number of calculated transitions: 13.4. Because 12 is
the largest even number below 13.4, the initial K of the ASHCM-
PWM to solve (12) should be 12. K should always be an even
number and can be further reduced as long as (12) has solutions
during the optimization process.

After finding all of these important parameters for (12), for
four-quadrant active and reactive power operation in Fig. 1, the
desired modulation indexMa and the initial phase θo of the CHB
voltage are [18]

Ma =

∣∣∣∣∣
√
2Vac−Grid−1∠0− (R+ jωoL)

√
2Iin−1∠θin

4Vdc/π

∣∣∣∣∣ (19)

θo = arg

(√
2Vac−Grid−1∠0− (R+ jωoL)

√
2Iin−1∠θin

4Vdc/π

)

(20)

where θin is the desired phase of the fundamental ac current
and R is the resistance of the inductor. Fig. 9 shows the cal-
culated phases and modulation indices based on (19) and (20)
for four-quadrant active and reactive power operation when the
magnitude and the phase of the ac current changes between 0
and 20 A, and between 0° and 360°, respectively. To find the
solutions of the proposed technique, (12) should be solved by
using the optimization techniques.

Different optimization techniques were proposed in literature
to solve the equations of low-frequency modulation techniques
[2], [4], and [10]. In this article, a PSO technique [19] is used
to find the solution of the objective functions in (12). The main
principle in evolutionary algorithm such as PSO is to generate
random numbers for the constraints of the objective functions to
find an optimal solution. In the PSO technique, which is based
on the movement of organisms in a fish school and bird flock, the
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Fig. 9. Solutions of the calculated phase and modulation index for the
proposed PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM technique in four-quadrant active
and reactive power operation.

particles (switching transitions that should be optimized) of the
swarm (all generated random particles in each iteration) should
be updated based on the following equations:

vk+1
j = wvkj +c1r1(P

k
best j−xk

j )+c2r2(Gbest
k−xk

j ) (21)

xk+1
j = xk

j + vk+1
j (22)

where v and x are the velocity and the position of the particles
of the swarm; Pbest is the local best particles of the swarm (the
best result of the swarm in the previous iteration) and Gbest is
the global best particles of the swarm in all iterations; r1 and r2
are the random numbers; w is the inertia weight; j is the swarm
sequence number; and k is the iteration sequence number. The
equation set (12) was solved by using PSO to solve the mean
square errors of all equations of the objective functions in (12)
as shown in (23) shown at the bottom of this page. In (23) the
λ3, …, λTDD are values between 0 and 1 that are selected by the
optimization technique to ensure that all harmonics and the TDD
meet the IEEE 519 limits for 3rd, 5th, …, and TDD, respectively.
Also, weight1, weight3, …, and weightTDD are weights between
1 and 1000 that are used for fundamental, 3rd, …, and TDD
equations, respectively. The highest weight (1000) in (23), is
assigned to the fundamental to ensure that the fundamental is
well controlled to the reference value.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF A GRID-TIED CONVERTER IN EXPERIMENTS

In this article, the principle of hybrid PS-PWM and ASHCM-
PWM modulation for grid-tied converters is presented. The
technique to design critical parameters for the proposed tech-
nique is proposed. The technique of achieving good dynamic
performance using the proposed hybrid technique will not be
investigated here due to limited space but it will be addressed in
detail in another paper. The final experimental results will only
show the comparison of the dynamic performance but will not
be discussed.

The cells with PS-PWM have a greater number of switching
transitions than those with ASHCM-PWM so they have higher
switching power loss. However, this can be easily solved to-
gether with cell power balancing by rotating PS-PWM within
all CHB cells in sequence in every period. The dc link voltage
balancing has been addressed in other papers such as [20], so it
will not be discussed in this article.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To verify the analysis and advantages of the proposed hybrid
PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM technique, experiments were
conducted for a grid-tied 3-cell, 7-level CHB converter. The cir-
cuit parameters are shown in Table II and an estimated 0.5Ω grid
resistance is in series with the grid voltage source. Three experi-
ments were conducted. For the proposed hybrid modulation, one

Obj =

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√

weight1 ×

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝V ac−CHB−1 − 1√

2

√√√√√√√
(
2V dc

π (cos(θ1 − θo)− cos(θ2 − θo) + · · · − cos(θk − θo))

+ NMV dc cos(θo)
)2

+ ( 2V dc

π (− sin(θ1 − θo)

+ sin(θ2 − θo)− · · ·+ sin(θk − θo)) +NMV dc sin(θo))
2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

2

+weight3 ×

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√√

(
4V dc

π

∞∑
B=1

( ∞∑
A=−∞

(
1

2BJ2A−1(NBπM) cos(NBπ) sin((2A− 1)θo)
))

+ 2Vdc

π3 (− sin(3(θ1 − θo)) + sin(3(θ2 − θo))− · · ·+ sin(3(θk − θo)))

)2

+

(
4V dc

π

∞∑
B=1

( ∞∑
A=−∞

(
1

2BJ2A−1(NBπM) cos(NBπ) cos((2A− 1)θo)
))

+ 2Vdc

π3 (cos(3(θ1 − θo))− cos(3(θ2 − θo)) + · · · − cos(3(θk − θo)))

)2

|3ωoLIL| − λ3C3

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

2

+ · · ·+weightTDD × (

√(
Iin−3

IL

)2
+
(

Iin−5

IL

)2
+ · · ·+

(
Iin−49

IL

)2
− λTDDCTDD)2

(23)
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Fig. 10. Function block diagram of a 7-level CHB converter in
experiments.

Fig. 11. Hardware prototype of the 7-level grid-tied CHB converter.

cell uses PS-PWM with 12 switching transitions in a half-period
as calculated in Section III. Two cells use ASHCM-PWM with
switching transitions K= 10 (the switching angle solutions were
found based on (12) after K is reduced from initial 12 to 10) in
a half-period. The total number NPSPWM-ASHCM of switching
transitions of the CHB converter is therefore 22 in half period.
For comparison, conventional PS-PWM and SHM-PWM
techniques are also applied to three cells and the total
number NPSPWM of switching transitions in half period is 24
(fs = 24 × 60= 1.44 kHz) based on (5) and (6). Also, the same
number of switching transitions as the proposed ASHCM-PWM
technique are applied to the conventional SHM-PWM technique
(NSHM) in experiments. It should be noted that the general
equation sets (12) and (23) can be applied to any number of
cells with the PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM technique. In the
experiments, to show the proposed hybrid technique can meet
the power quality standard with lower number of switching
angles than the conventional PS-PWM technique, two cells use
ASHCM-PWM technique and one cell uses PS-PWM technique.

A 3-cell, 7-level grid-tied CHB converter with the same
parameters as in Table II is developed with the function block
in Fig. 10. Also, the hardware prototype of the proposed hybrid
technique with the 7-level CHB converter is shown in Fig. 11.
A lookup table is used to store switching angles which were
solved offline from (12). It should be pointed out that although
this article focuses on the modulation technique for grid-tied
converters, the proposed technique is not limited by power
level. The 1.56 kVA power in Table II does not invalidate the
advantages of the proposed technique in possible high-power ap-
plications. The TMS320F28335 digital signal processor (DSP)
is used in the experiments to control H-bridge cells. In the first
experiment, the average modulation index of all cells of the CHB

TABLE III
SWITCHING ANGLES OF THE PROPOSED HYBRID

PSPWM AND ASHCM-PWM TECHNIQUE

converter is 0.52, and the total modulation index of the converter
is 1.57. The phase of the CHB fundamental voltage is−21.2. The
active and reactive power is 1.39 kW + 0.63 kVAR. Fig. 12(a),
(d), and (f) shows the time-domain waveforms of the grid-tied
CHB converter with the conventional SHM-PWM (quarter-wave
symmetry), conventional PS-PWM, and the proposed hybrid
modulation technique, respectively. Fig. 12(b) and (c) shows
the voltage harmonic and the current harmonic spectra of the
conventional SHM-PWM, respectively. As shown in the figures,
although the conventional SHM-PWM technique can meet the
individual voltage harmonic limits of IEEE 519 [the red line in
Fig. 12(b)], it cannot meet the THD requirement (≤8%), the
current harmonic limits at 3rd, 23rd, 35th, and 43rd orders [red
line in Fig. 12(c)] and TDD (≤5%) which are the important re-
quirements for the grid-tied converters. Fig. 12(e) and (g) shows
the current harmonic spectra of the conventional PS-PWM tech-
nique and the proposed hybrid modulation technique. The red
lines in Fig. 12(e) and (g) are the current harmonic limits of IEEE
519. As shown in Fig. 12(e), the 19th, 23rd, 25th, 29th, and 55th
current harmonics cannot meet the limits of IEEE-519 with the
conventional PS-PWM. The TDD in Fig. 12(e) cannot meet the
limits of IEEE 519 (≤5%) too due to the voltage harmonics of
the actual power grid, low-switching frequency of the PS-PWM
technique, and the small timing errors of switching transitions
introduced by the DSP. This problem can be solved by applying
the asymmetric switching angle control technique in [21] to the
proposed hybrid PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM technique. In
this technique, the magnitudes and phases of the CHB voltage
harmonics are controlled incorporating the information from the
grid voltage harmonics to meet the TDD limits. As shown in
Table II and Fig. 12(g), even with a smaller number of switching
transitions than conventional PS-PWM, the proposed hybrid
modulation can meet all current harmonic limits up to 100th
order (IEEE 519 requirements are up to 50th). The switching an-
gles of the proposed hybrid technique in Fig. 12(f) are shown in
Table III. The+ and – signs in front of each switching angle rep-
resent the positive polarity (a cell generates+Vdc) or the negative
polarity (a cell generates−Vdc) at the switching angle. Fig. 12(h)
shows the required inductance of the PS-PWM technique at
different harmonics to meet the current harmonic requirements
of the IEEE 519. Around 1.22 pu inductance should be used
with the conventional PS-PWM technique to meet the current
harmonic limits. For the conventional SHM-PWM as proved in
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Fig. 12. Waveforms and current harmonic spectra of vac-CHB(t), vac-Grid(t), and iin(t), when M = 0.52 and θ0 = −21.2, (a) time-domain waveform
of the conventional SHM-PWM technique, (b) harmonic spectra of vac-CHB(t) for the conventional SHM-PWM, (c) harmonic spectra of iin(t) for the
conventional SHM-PWM, (d) time domain waveform of conventional PS-PWM technique, (e) harmonic spectra of iin(t) for the conventional PS-PWM
technique, (f) time-domain waveform of the proposed hybrid modulation technique, (g) harmonic spectra of iin(t) for the proposed technique,
(h) required inductance of the conventional PS-PWM to meet the current harmonics.

[10], the required inductance to meet the current harmonics is
much higher than the SHCM-PWM technique which is used in
this article.

In the second experiment, the average modulation index M of
all cells is 0.69 so the total modulation index Ma of the CHB
converter is 2.096. The phase of the CHB fundamental voltage is
−3.2. The active and reactive power is 0.57 kW + 0.03 kVAR.
Fig. 13(a), (d), and (f) shows the time-domain waveforms of
the CHB converter with the conventional (quarter-wave symme-
try) SHM-PWM, the conventional PS-PWM, and the proposed
hybrid modulation techniques, respectively. Fig. 13(b) and (c)
show the voltage harmonic and the current harmonic spectra
of the CHB converter with the conventional SHM-PWM tech-
nique, respectively. It is shown that the SHM-PWM technique
in Fig. 13(b) can meet the individual voltage harmonic limits of
IEEE 519 but not the THD requirement. In Fig. 13(c), it cannot
meet the current harmonic limits at 3rd, 35th, 37th, 49th orders
and the TDD limit which are the important requirements for the
grid-tied converters. Also, Fig. 13(e) and (g) show the current
harmonic spectra of the conventional PS-PWM and the proposed
hybrid modulation techniques. In Fig. 13(e), the conventional
PS-PWM technique cannot meet limits for the 17th, 23rd, 25th,
27th, and 31st harmonics. The proposed hybrid modulation
technique in Fig. 12(g) meets all current harmonic limits. The
TDDs of both techniques meet the TDD limit of IEEE 519. The

switching angles of the proposed hybrid technique in Fig. 13(f)
are shown in Table III.

In the last experiment, the transient response of the pro-
posed hybrid modulation when current (both active and reactive)
changes from 7.62∠33.8◦A to 6.18∠− 36◦A with 0.48 pu
inductance was tested in Fig. 14. It has only 6.8% dc offset and
almost zero settling time. The current also meets the harmonic
limits before and after the transient. This transient free perfor-
mance can be achieved with timing control for both active and
reactive currents. The proposed technique thus has no dynamic
performance issue. Due to the limited space here, the transient
free technique will be addressed in detail in another paper. The
switching angles of all switching transitions in Fig. 14 are given
in Table III for both before and after the transient.

As shown in experimental results in this article, the pro-
posed hybrid technique has the following benefits compared
with the conventional SHM-PWM and PS-PWM techniques:
a) with a lower number of switching transitions (22 switching
transitions in each half-period) than the conventional PS-PWM
(24 switching transitions in each half-period), it can meet the
harmonic limits of IEEE 519 for the grid-tied converters (the
conventional PS-PWM cannot meet the limits); b) also, the
proposed hybrid PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM technique can
meet the current harmonic limits which is impossible for the
conventional quarter-wave symmetry SHM-PWM technique; c)
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Fig. 13. Waveforms and current harmonic spectra of vac-CHB(t), vac-Grid(t), and iin(t) when M = 0.69 and θ0 = −3.2°: (a) time-domain waveform
of the conventional SHM-PWM technique, (b) harmonic spectra of vac-CHB(t) of the conventional SHM-PWM, (c) harmonic spectra of iin(t) of the
conventional SHM-PWM, (d) time domain waveform of conventional PS-PWM technique, (e) harmonic spectra of iin(t) for the conventional PS-PWM
technique, (f) time-domain waveform of the proposed hybrid modulation technique, (g) harmonic spectra of iin(t) for the proposed technique.

Fig. 14. Dynamic response of the proposed hybrid modulation
technique.

as shown in Fig. 12(h), the conventional PSPWM technique
requires 1.22 pu inductance to meet all low order current har-
monic limits, while the proposed hybrid technique just require
0.36 pu inductance; d) from the current harmonic spectrum of
the conventional SHM-PWM and the analysis in paper [10], it
has been proved that the proposed technique requires smaller
inductance than the conventional SHM-PWM technique; (e)
the proposed hybrid modulation also aschieves better dynamic
performance than conventional SHM-PWM.

V. CONCLUSION

This article proposed a hybrid PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM
technique for cascaded multilevel converters. The technique
utilized ASHCM-PWM to mitigate the harmonics generated
from PS-PWM to meet harmonic limits with a smaller number
of switching transitions and smaller inductance than the conven-
tional PS-PWM technique. Also, the proposed technique showed
a better performance than the conventional SHM-PWM tech-
nique in terms of meeting the current harmonic limits, smaller
inductance, and better dynamic response. Design technique were
developed for critical parameters, such as coupling inductance
and the number of switching transitions, for the proposed hy-
brid PS-PWM and ASHCM-PWM technique. Simulations and
experiments were conducted to validate the proposed technique.
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